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EXPERIENCE
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

ACHIEVEMENTS AND TASKS
Received 5 experience certificates from the companies I worked with during a work period that

extends for more than 5 years.

I have received ratings with an average of 4.8 out of 5 on freelance work platforms.

I have built over 20 websites, and my personal website showcases a portfolio of various

projects.

I have worked on the development of more than 8 web applications.

I have freelanced, executing projects for both companies and individuals.

I keep up with the latest tech blogs for news and tips.

I find solutions for seemingly challenging problems.

I collaborate closely with developers and other professionals.

I create integrated and user-friendly web applications.

I interpret work requirements to formulate a programming vision that meets client needs.

I thrive in high-pressure situations and tight deadlines.

I organize and manage multiple priorities simultaneously.

Hulys 
Web application developer

I work at Hulys company. The company had various needs, and I joined as a Web Applications
Developer. I started implementing its projects and collaborated with the team to build web
applications, particularly for management purposes. The applications' role was to manage and
generate detailed reports on the company's activities. Additionally, I worked on developing a
customized application for the company's clients. The application relied on web technologies such as
Laravel, Vue.js, Bootstrap, and MySQL. Furthermore, I was responsible for creating the company's
official website.

2022 - 2023
THIRDEYE
Web developer

Remote work to fulfill the requirements of THIRDEYE company. I have worked remotely with the
company's team and executed the development of some of their websites and web applications.

2020 - 2021
ASMART 4Tech
Front-end developer

I worked at ASMART 4Tech company, having joined at the beginning of 2020. My role involved the
development and design of front-end interfaces to meet the company's projects and requirements. I
worked for a year at the company, in addition to engaging in freelance work, including platforms like
Mostaql and Freelancer. Later, I transitioned to another company.

2018- 2020
Freelancer
Web designer and developer

During this period, I began freelancing to meet the needs of various clients. Throughout this
experience, I created numerous web pages and websites, with the majority of requests focusing on
user interface design.
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Languages and Technologies: Bootstrap, Laravel, jQuery, MySQL

Domain and Web Hosting Service Provider

A website that offers domain registration, hosting, VPS, and server services. I built the site from

scratch to provide domain registration, hosting, and server solutions. It includes a control panel for

customers to manage their servers and hosting.

Languages and Technologies: JavaScript, jQuery, nw.js, PHP, MySQL

Sales Management System

I built a system for a private enterprise to manage its sales. The system provides inventory and

sales management, customer and supplier account management, detailed reporting, and

incorporates an accounting foundation. It allows transactions in multiple currencies.

Languages and Technologies: Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery, nw.js, PHP, MySQL

Currency Management System

The Currency Management System is a web application designed to manage clients' funds and

currency exchange operations. The system provides detailed reports and incorporates an

accounting foundation to categorize the institution's profits and manage its clients' accounts.

Additionally, the system offers SMS notifications and a dedicated application for clients to track and

manage their account activities. This system has been specifically tailored for currency exchange

establishments.

Languages and Technologies: Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery, nw.js, PHP, MySQL

Power Station Management System

The system provides the creation of invoices for power station customers and facilitates the

collection of payments from them. Additionally, it includes tabs related to human resources

management, such as company employees. The system has been implemented for multiple power

stations.

Languages and Technologies: Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery, nw.js, PHP, MySQL

Fuel Stations Management System

A fuel station system was implemented for a gas station, meeting all the station's requirements.

This includes managing fuel suppliers' accounts, handling customer accounts, and overseeing

station staff.

EXPERIENCE CERTIFICATES

Certificate of Experience provided by Hulys.

Remote Work Experience Certificate provided by THIRDEYE.

Experience Certificate provided by ASMART 4Tech.

Experience Certificate provided by the PINKCODE team.

Experience Certificate provided by DEKATREIS company.

FREELANCE RATINGS

5.0
www.freelancer.com

English:  (Write, Speak, Read)

Arabic - Native Language
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